
Dance Movements

Shake hands with an imaginary person
Place your palms together in front of your chest
Grab a carrot and take a bite
Hold a pea between your thumb and your index finger
Rub your hand in circles on your stomach
Hold one hand out in front of you, palm facing up like 
a plate, and eat ice cream from a “spoon” in your other 
hand.
Show one raised thumb
Show two raised thumbs
Point to your eyes
Hold up one hand, palm facing forward, and with the other
hand put a glove on it
Switch hands and repeat the previous gesture
Rhythmically point at your friend in front of you
Rhythmically touch your temple with an index finger
Hold one hand out in front of you, palm facing up, and 
“cover” it with the other hand
Hold up an open hand on each side of your head, palms 
facing forward
Show one finger
Show two fingers
Show three fingers
Show one index finger
Show two index fingers
Put your index fingers together in front of your
Point at your friend with both index fingers
Point to yourself with both index fingers
Point to one eye
Point to your other eye with the other hand
Point at your friend with both index fingers
Show two thumbs up
Point to yourself with both index fingers
Put one arm around an imaginary friend’s shoulder.
No gesture

Song Lyrics

We go together like thank you and
please.
We go together like carrots
and peas.
Chocolate cake
And ice cream

We´re a perfect
pair,
you see.
You fit me like a glove

and I fit you.
And people say you think just
like I do.
Peas in a pod

Just like twins

My mate,
my pal and
friend
We’re two
of a kind
Together
you and
I
We see eye to
eye
Yes, you can
depend
On me being your
friend
Your friend
Your friend
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